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THE BOSS WAS A SELF-STARTER
FEBRUARY 6, 1984

GEORGE RI EVESCHL

I used to see him in the lobby of the old
Book Cadillac Hotel in Detroit. He was tall, angular,
b alding, wearing thick gold-rimmed glasses and usually
moving pretty fast across the lobby, which in 1946
was a busy place. He had an unusual gait, yet he
g ave the distinct impression that he knew where h e
was going.
A friend remarked to me once while we both
watched this distinguished looking man in undistinguishe d
clothes walking toward the elevator of the Book Cadillac,
ii I bet you ten dollars he has less than 30 cents in
h is pants pocket -- but he has a checkbook in another
p ocket that could spit out 20 checks at a million
d ollars apiece! " My friend continued, " You know that
he has a big suite on the 22nd floor and he actually
h as a lab in it where he does a lot of tinkering and
fixing.
Who would ever think that a poor country boy
would turn out to be a famous inventor~ " These words
from my friend sparked within me a kaleidoscopic
series of thoughts and mental images.
I remember that my first awareness of the
name Charles Franklin Kettering had come about through
my acquaintance with Dr. Paul Rothemund of Antioch
College.
Rothemund, a charming, urbane European,
had done brilliant work on chlorophyll chemistry in
Germany, and he came to Antioch in 1930 to join the
research group being funded by Ke ttering .
Rothemund
visited Cincinnati quite often, and through my research
professor who knew Rothemund, we became good friends.
During those days of 1937 to 1942, I heard Paul tell
many stories about Charles Kettering and how he was
spending his own mone y to pay for research on photosynthesis just because he had a deep interest in such
n atural processes.
I remember thinking then that I
would like to meet Charles Kettering.
I moved to Detroit in

1943 to work in the

Research Laboratories of Parke Davis, and I was
in the Detroit section of the American Chemical

active
soci e ty.
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Through this association, I became acquainted with
Tom Boyd from General r-'[ otors Research, who was a
co-worker of Charles Kettering . Tom was literally
Kettering's Boswell, and he was filled with anecdotes
about Kettering. Actually, Tom said he would introduce me to Kettering the next time the "Boss " spoke
to an American Chemical Society meeting, but this
opportunity never seemed to occur.
There were many other instances wherein
my hero eluded me . The research people I knew at
Ethyl Corporation in Detroit, the writer Paul de Kruif,
C. P. Rhoads, head of the Sloan-Kettering Institute
for Cancer Research, Doug McGregor o f MIT and former
President of Antioch, Tom Midgley of "Ethyl Gasoline li
fame, Carroll Hochwalt of Monsanto, were all friends
of mine, and of Kettering.
I am sure that if there
had ever been the prope r conjunction of the stars
and planets, they would have fulfilled my desire to
meet Charles Kettering . The closest I ever came was
being invited to attend the formal dedication of the
new General Motors Technical Center in May of 1956,
which was to be followed by a reception for Kettering.
Boss Ket at age 79 braved the cold, blustery weather,
but I was home that day with influenza.
There were remaining two and a half years
of full activity for the greatest "pliers and screwdriver man" who ever lived. He died on November 25
1958.
In addition to his innumerable contributions'
toward,the improvement of our quality of life, he
also d~rect~d that almost all of his 200 million dollar
estate,cont~nue to fund worthy projects through the
Ketter~~g ~oundation, which today still has assets
of 75 m~1110n d?llars. Not bad for someone who at
age 25 was gett1ng along on 35 cents a day at Oh'
State .
10
The ye~r 1876 was a special year for all
er~cans -- a t1rne for c 1 b
.
remarkabl
e e rat~on of 100 years of
e progress, and for Jacob
d 11
."
it was the year when the'
f
'I
an
artha Kettering
girl was joined by anoth!~ b~~1 ~hOfltwo boys ~nd a
Kettering
I h
1
, a r es Frankl~n
fantasy that thav~ a wa~s entertained a secret
gr 7a t prescienc: w~~~e~~~~sb~:~oe:~no~n~~~:d with
ch~ld the famous middle name of Franklin.
new
Am'
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The first Ketterings in the United States
had come from the A1sace in about 1835. The little
farm three miles outside Loudonville in north central
Ohio (30 miles southeast of Mansfield) would have
reminded you of a painting by Grant Wood with its
stark white wooden frame house, white wooden fence~
setting apart the tidy green fields and a modest
white barn, all shaded generously by pine trees.
Jacob Kettering was a successful farmer, and he had
special self-taught skills as a carpenter. Charles'
mother, whose forebears had come from Scotland,
was a quiet, stern woman, yet generously loving
and caring for her family .
Charles grew physically at about the same
rapid rate as his intense interest in the world
around him.
He became gangling, and his severe
nearsightedness produced and unsure gait. All of
this, along with a mop of unruly hair, conspired
to fill his grade school days with the inevitable
jibes and insensitive teasings of his fellow students.
His retreat into his very own world of reading, a
strong interest in observing nature and doing his
share of the family chores satisfied him completely.
The Big Run School, about one mile from his home,
was the typical Ohio one-room school; here he pursued his education from age six to fourteen. Although
Charles often described himself as a " barefooted
hill billy" who loved the outdoors, he was a serious
student. The severe nearsightedness, uncorrected
by eyeglasses, ensured that he actually had his
nose in his books. Already in those early days his
reading difficulties served to sharpen his abilities
to learn by careful listening to the recitations
of his classmates.
His intense desire to learn and the fine
motivation of some good teachers prepared him well
for the competitive examinations to enter Loudonville
High School in 1891. He won a tuition-free scholarsh~p.
His love of mathematics, physics or any
SC1ence became very apparent, but, strangely enough,
the lanky, awkward, shy farm boy also became a star
performer on the debating team. His well-rehearsed
speech li The Four Square Man " was a standout. All
through high school Charles found exciting opportunities
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outside the classroom for adding to his growth fund
of knowledge about mechanics and how things worked.
A local feed mill which he passed on his long walk
to high school had a splendid Corliss steam engine.
Very soon the inquisitive and polite Charles Kettering
was receiving a gratuitous education on the steam
engine from the men at the mill.
As his high school education drew to a close ,
Charles also found that many of his fellow students
were becoming i mp ressed with his academic abilities
and growing social skills; they no longer deemed him
to be a country oaf, but rather a bright leader with
a tremendous will to succeed. Charles graduated in
1895. Resplendent in his very first suit, he said
as part of his ten-minute oration, " There is a great
difference between knowing a thing and understanding
it. You can know a lot and not really understand
anything."
The economic climate of the United States
in 1895 did not offer a plethora of opportunities
for young, ambitious high school graduates. Charles'
sister Emma was teaching at Bunker Hill, another
country school near Loudonville, and through her
influence Charles became, at age nineteen, a $250.00a-year teacher with a class of 30 of ages six to
eighteen. A combination of bluffing and resourcefulness made Charles a very effective teacher.
His resolve to provide greater opportunities for
his pupils expanded his own horizons. At the end
of his first year at Bunker Hill he found himself
very popular with the students.
That summer of 1896 Charles went to Wooster
College for a course in Greek. The reason for this
choice might have been his family's desire that he
enter the ministry, but more likely it was that Greek
was an entrance requirement for college studies.
The intensity of the course brought on severe episodes
of headache and eye strain; although he finished,
he was unable to resume his teaching a t Bunker HiJ~
that fall.
Several months of dark glass 7s and no
reading brought enough relief to allow hIm to accept
a teaching appointment at a high school in Mifflin,
which was about ten miles away. Once more Ket tering
was a popular teacher.
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By the summer of 1898 Charles felt that his
resources and his eyes were both capable of allowing
h im to enroll in electrical engineering at Ohio State.
Kettering was completely enchanted with the great
i ntellectual activity on the campus, but he overe stimated the stamina of his eyes.
In addition to
a full course load, he was working part time in the
p ower plant.
By the time spring term rolled around
Charles' eyes were so bad he could read only large
p rint, and he relied on his roommates to read aloud
to him. Nevertheless, he achieved the highest grades
i n most of his courses.
The summer of 1899 was spent working on the
farm, and Charles eagerly returned to Columbus that
fall for his second year at Ohio State. This time
h is troubles came quickly -- blinding headaches,
n ausea and even a convulsive seizure. The disconsolate
Kettering surrendered. His parting words to his
l andlady, Mrs. Young, were, " If my eyes won't let
me finish my schooling, I hope the train runs off
t he track and kills me. "
A despondent Charles Ke ttering returned to
t he warmth and reassurance of his family on the farm
i n Loudonville.
Quickly he decided on some outdoor
work with his hands as appropriate therapy, and he
joined his brother Adam on a telephone line crew
working for the Star Telephone Company in Ashland,
Ohio. His six-foot frame and the muscles developed
b y years of farm chores made Charles a highly talent e d
h ole digger, line stringer and cross arm placer.
Leadership qualities and the ability to outfight and
outcuss anyone in the work gang led to his becoming
foreman of the ten-man crew. Many people who remember
Kettering recall that he was a superb and colorful
" cusser " possessing a most bountiful repertoire;
h owever, he always directed his swearing at himself
or at inanimate objects. Thumbs and hammers were
p opular Kettering targets.
Intellectually Kettering became entranced
with the technology of the telephone, and he began
a self-study program. When Kettering's boss asked
him if he could install a telephone exchange, he
s aid, "Of course. " The boss was unaware that Kettering
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was doing a bit of bluffing, but that posture was to
become an essential part of the Kettering personality
of " don't hesitate to start something because you
don't know everything about it."
He did the installation with great success. During the testing of anothe r
e x change system, one of Ket's workers by the name
of Willianl , as a joke, connected his sister Olive
with Kettering. This is how Charles met his wife-to-be.
Digging holes for telephone poles, bossing
a crew of ten and reveling in the world of telephone
technology for two years was effective therapy for
Kettering. He still sensed keenly the need to return
to Ohio State to fulfill his ambition of becoming
an accredited electrical engineer. The Star Telephone Company said, "Please come back in the summer
to work for us, " and Olive Williams also was intereste ~
in his return.
A very much matured Charles Kettering
arrived on the Ohio State campus in the fall of 1901.
He was 24 years old and confident. A reassuring
welcome from Mrs. Young at the Seventh Avenue boarding house ($2.25 per week) and the presence there
of two other friendly electrical engineering students,
He rb Bostater and Carl Liebo1d , gave Charles the
feeling that this time he would make it.
Recollections of fellow students and facult y
at Ohio State reveal that Charles Kettering was a
unique student. Everyone seemed to recognize that
the gawky guy with the thick glasses and black curly
hair had a fire somewhere inside him that made him
superior, confident and ready to conquer the world.
He was asked to be an instructor for a laboratory
secti~n in physics.
His experimental techniques
and slmple, down-to-earth explanations were a joy
to i mpressionable students. A unique occurrence
in undergraduate life was Kettering's performing
consulting work for the Star Telephone Company.
For one night's work he received $125.00 -- onethird of his year1y university e x p e n s e s .
.
's great
At this point in Charles Ketterlng
1
ut an E.E. after his name, he met an.obstac e
~~~~ ~~uld have cut short his reaching that flnal
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goal . Although his chronic eye problems were less
severe than in former years, there were still problpms
which created a crisis in fulfilling the engineering
drawing requirement for graduation. Frankly, despite
the thick lenses, Charles could not see well enough
to do the detailed drawings. He made a polite request
to the faculty to allow him to substitute other work
f or this requirement. To their credit, the faculty
of the E . E . Department of Ohio State granted Charles
the option to substitute an advanced cource in quantitative chemical analysis.
Just before graduation a letter came to
Professor Coles of the Physics Department from E. A.
Deeds of the National Cash Register Company seeking
a recommendation for a position in their inventions
department. Coles felt there was only one candidate
Charles Kettering . After seeing Deeds in Dayton,
Kettering took the job at $50.00 per week, which in
reality was a very handsome salary in 1904.
NCR, or the "Cash," was the creation of
John H. Patterson, a superb entrepreneur. He was
a skilled and very demanding administrator and, above
all, a super salesman. He had been a coal dealer
who had, at age 40, invested e v erything in a patent
for an untried mechanic al cash register. NCR prospered
under Patterson and remains today a corporate giant.

Patterson and Deeds assigned Kettering
to a development section known as Inventions 3.
Kettering , assisted by Bill Chryst, tackled his
assignments with zeal and enthusiasm. Kette ring's
first contribution was a telephonic device which
made it possible to record credit sales at the cash
register.
In 1905, the mot ive power for the cash
register was a hand crank, and Patterson wanted to
replace the crank with an electric motor . Kettering
actually designed a new kind of electric motor to
g ive brief surges of power and developed a special
clutch mechanism to control the counting assembly.
Naturally, there were some "b ugs " that deve loped,
but each set of problems was tackled methodi cally
and solved -- and, as you all know, NCR enj oye~
great commercial success with the new cash reg1ster.
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Kettering's marriage to Olive Williams took
place on A.ugust I, 1905. On their honeymoon trip to
Niagara Falls they stopped overnight in Detroit at
the Book Cadillac Hotel. They did not know then that
the Book Cadillac would become later on their second
home for more than twenty years.
The newlyweds returned to Dayton, and Ketter ' tackled his job with his characteristic enthusiasm.
Olive was a perfect partner . Kettering said many
times that h e had been blessed by having good g e neral
managers in all of his enterprises but the best of
all WnS Olive.
She even had an influence on his
becoming be tter dressed , which, according to all
his friends, required constant attention.
Two developments came in the next few years.
In a crash project, Kettering and his staff developed
the drawer-actuated spring-powered cash register to
g ive NCR a broader line of products, and it was a
resounding success. And on April 20, 1908, a son,
Eugene William Kettering , was born.
Kettering found his work at NCR challenging
and satisfying. He spent long hours at the plant,
and the diversity of projects honed his abilities and
broadened his knowledge.
Soon there was another big
~halleng~ on the horizon. Patterson wanted an account~ng mach~ne to pave the way for NCR to penetrate the
bank market. An adding machine was technically simple
but one that could also do subtraction was unknown
'
~harles' SOlut~on,to this problem came to him sudd~nly
l~ a,flash of ~nSlght, and subsequent refinement of
~he ld~a put NCR into the accounting machine business
f uS ' ~n fo~r busy years, Kettering was responsible .
or f our maJor products.
Itd is a truism that dissatisfaction with
forcerf~rPr~v~~~i~~ a A
profc7ssdisfa great,motivating
N
.
r~en
0
Ketterlng 's f
i~RD:~~or~ne
wotrk, for the Cadilla t-1otor comp~~~
t
.
n a r~p back to Dayton in 1908 he
old Charles that Cadillac was very disappointed with
the performance of their ignition system.
To Ke tterin g
such remarks were equivalent to letting a race horse
out of the starting gate. But such a project was
eithe

;0
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not germane to NCR interests.
I do not think Kettering
invented moonlighting, but he certainly became a
passionate player of the game.
It is interesting
to note that at the very critical period of developing the accounting machine he was devoting his evening
hours to the ignition project.
Some good ideas carne quickly, and Kettering
needed space for his development work. His good friend,
E . A. Deeds of NCR, became an active collaborator
and offered a small barn at the rear of his house.
Kettering recruited his valued assistant Chyrst for
the sub rosa evening project. A few more of Kettering's
friends from NCR joined in, and thus the "Barn Gang "
was born. The name n Boss Ket" ,,,,as born as well in
the cramped, stuffy upper story of Deeds ' barn.
Olive Kettering carne up with $1,500.00 from her
savings account to finance a milling machine, a
lathe and a second-hand Cadillac as a test car.
At the same time, Deeds posted a number of letters
to Harry Leland, President of Cadillac, about a
brilliant inventor who was hard at work solving
Cadillac's ignition problems. Leland was interested,
and he sent his chief engineer, E. E. Sweet, to
Dayton. The old Cadillac with the new Kettering
ignition system performed beautifully all day on
the roads around Dayton. Sweet was delivered to
the train station, but after he had departed for
Detroit, Deeds and Kettering could not get the car
started again; the trouble was a broken wire, which,
if it had to happen, happened at the right time.
Sweet gave Leland a favorable report, and, after
a few exchanges, Deeds and Kettering were knocked
off their feet by an order for 8,000 ignition sets.
The immediate result was the birth of the Dayton
Engineering Laboratories Company -- or "Delco" -which was to become a household word in the united
States.
It was only then, actually September 18,

1909, that Kettering decided to resign from the
" Cash," but even in such fateful moments he was
prudent. Three days before leaving, he had filed
p ersonally for a patent on the ignition system .
Deeds and Chryst remained at NCR.
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For five years Kettering had devoted his
life to NCR; his highest salary had been $303.46
per month, and probably never before had a corporation gained so many excellent new products for so
little money . Although Kettering said ~ery litt~e
about his decision to leave, I am certa~n that hlS
great self-confidence dictated that his ~ext ~oyage
into the sea of invention would be one wlth hlS own
hand on the tiller of his own ship.
Deeds impressed a banker with the Cadillac
order and borrowed $150,000.00 to fund Delco.
Kettering then parlayed this capital into backing
an order for manufacturing the ignition sets with
the Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company of
Chicago. Deeds and Kettering were each 50 percent
owners of Delco.
Very soon Charles began shuttling between
Dayton, Chicago and Detroit. He joked that he
had changed his Dayton address to car 236 lower 4.
The diligence and persistence exhibited by Ke t in
those critical days of Delco would have been fatal
to an average constitution; perhaps this is the time
he said, " If I have any success, it's due to luck,
but I notice the harder I work, the luckier I get. "
The relationship with Cadillac was not all sweetness and light. Leland was a demanding man and there
were glitches in performance that had to be diagnosed
and remedied - - and they were. Although the money
was not pouring in, Kettering was finally launched
as a principal owner of a substantial business.
One of the horrible hazards of the early
automobiles was the need to risk life and limb when
muscling the hand crank to start your car. Struggling
with the inconvenience of the crank-started car was
a male privilege; women avoided the driving of cars
unless some stalwart started it for them. Again it
was Henry Leland of Cadillac who pointed out to
Ke ttering the need for a successful self-starter.
It was a well-worked field, and so far dozens of
attempts by many inventors had failed.
The Boss and the Old Barn Gang, now
strengthened by several more former aides from NCR ,
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~~:a~~~~~et~~ ~~~h~~~~~ob~~~:emT~~ald::s~~r~~i~~~c~~ical
self-starter was firmly in Ketterlng's mlnd, because
he had already made the decision that the starte~
.
system should also serve as a genera~or.for the 19n1tion and lighting systems. The key lnslght was to
a d opt an electric motor capable of sudden spurts of
power such as he had used in the electric c~sh register.
Incidental to this development, he also deslgned the
first successful voltage regulator and redesigned a
generator and lights to fit the system.
By January of 1911, they were ready to
i n stall their package in a Cadillac, and after much
adjusting and readjusting, the car was shipped to
Detroit.
I learned in an interview with William
Siebenthaler of Dayton, whose father was one of the
original six employees of the Ethyl Corporation,
that the car with the first self-starter was affectionately known around Dayton as "Old Maud . " Also, an
interesting little drama took place before the car
was shipped. Torn Watson, an NCR employee then, but
later better known as the founder of IB!-1 , was one
of the first people to have a demonstration of the
se lf-starter. He admitted to being myRtified by
Kettering's not having to crank the car.
By June 1911, Leland decided to use the
starter in the new Cadillacs. The first order was
for 12,000 Delco systems. An inability to contract
with outside firms for custom manufacture of this
relatively huge order suddenly transformed Delco
into a manufacturing concern. Delco grew like
Topsy. Auburns, Oaklands and merry Oldsmobile were
soon featuring Delco starters. Someone remarked
t hat Kettering's self-starter did more to liberate
women than Susan B. Anthony.
In the fall of 1912,
the Delco factory on East First Street had 1,200
employees, and Kettering was swamped by administrative problems that he detested . Deeds came to the
rescue~ he resigned from NCR and joined his friend
and partner on a full-time basis.
Although Kettering had an outstanding rapport
with employees, he had little patience with the union
movement. At the time of a short strike he posted
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this notice,

,
fair treatment, as
Delco prom~seswe can afford, as
high wages as
d'tions as we can
good,worki~ga~o~l~ times a kindly
prov~de a~
11 being and
interest ~n your we
progress
he
Id fire those who did
and then made it known
~~~pany's terms~ He even
not return to wor~ on t~ek t line carrying a placard
day ~n a P1C e
1
"
appeare d one
" I want eight hours seep.
with the message ,
f D lco continued to grow as
The output 0
e
e and the business
technical improveme~I~sw~~~ ~~f5'were 1.5 million
prospered . The pr~
, ortance of Delco products
dollars. The groW1ng 1m 'le industry did not go
in the bu rgeoni~g automo 1 William C. Durant, who
unnoticed, part1cularly b y,
1908
The early days
had created General Motors 1n
.
of GM were chaotic, and he lost control,to the
bankers by 1910. But Durant was a surV1vor. He
made his comeback through a series of master strokes:
backing Louis Chevrolet and making a huge success
of the Chevrolet Motor Company, trading Chevrolet
stock for General Motors stock and then threatening
a proxy fight. By 1916, Durant was back in control
of General Motors. Under the banner of a new company,
United Motors, Durant began to realize his dream
of a vertically integrated auto producer by acquiring
important accessory manufacturers -- New Departure
Ba ll Bearing, Hyatt Roller Bearing, Remy Electric
and Perlman Rim. The merger with Hyatt was notable
because it brought into General Motors Mr. Alfred
Sloan, ar~hitect-to-be of GM's amazing growth.
The dynam~c Mr. Durant also had his acquisitive
e ye on Delco, and, in May of 1916, Deeds and Kettering
suc~~ed to the charms of Durant and his offer of
5 ~11l10n dollars in cash plus 30,000 shares 6£
Un1ted Motors stock. They also agreed to remain
as managers .

b

Kettering was essentially bewildered by
his sudden wealth, and he hired George Smith to
manage his financial affairs so that he might be
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free to pursue his technical inte~ests.
It was a wi~e
decision, since on his own I{etter~ng made many unbel~ev
ably bad investments, such as losing $85,000.00 in the
development of a steel tennis racket. Smith was the
real architect of the Kettering fortune.
Both Deeds and Kettering were grateful for
the good fortune they had achieved in Dayton and
expressed their gratitude by the 1917 gift of $300,000.00
to build the Dayton Engineers Club. Still today it
is a busy center for the technical societies of Dayton.
There were lots of things in the technology
of the automobile that bothered Kettering; he was quite
like the old dog with a bone. He never gave up
thinking about these problems and wondered ceaselessly about cause and effect. The phenomenon of
knock in the gasoline engine completely fascinated
Kettering, and his new affluence gave him the freedom to set up a laboratory to work on this problem.
Thomas Midgley, a young Cornell graduate in mechanical
engineering, was Kettering's choice to begin the
e x perimentation.
It was a pet saying of Kettering's
that "an ounce of experimentation is worth a pound
of theory. " Midgley proved to be a very capable
investigator, and Kettering was excited with the
slow but steady progress being made in reaching a
fundamental understanding of the nature of knock.
Their first results proved that the accepted theories
were all wrong. They also found that kerosene knocked
worse than gasoline, and they thought this might be
associated with relative rates of vaporization.
Pe rhaps the addition of a dye might alter heat
absorption; the handiest substance in the lab was
iodine. They were amazed that the presence of a
s mall amount of iodine in the fuel greatly decreased
the knock, but when an ordinary red dye was used
there was no effect on the knock.
Kettering enlarged the program at the end
of 1916 . He hired his friend, Dr. Clements, whom
he had met at Ohio State, to join Midgley, and they
moved into an old mansion on North Ludlow., The,expanded
1
basic research on the re1at~onsh1p
fuels and engines, including knock.

~~!we:!

s to do
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When the United States entered World w~r I
on April 6 1917 Kette ring's only thought was, How
could the ~ew laboratory contribute tow~rd the wa:
e ffort?" Of the dozen or so projects,d1sc~ssed w1th
Washington, two were selected -- gett1ng r7 d of knock
in the Liberty airplane engine and the deslgn and
building of an aerial torpedo -- a self-powered bomb.
Kettering and his group worked feverishly
on examining fuels of many sources; the result of
their experiments was a synthetic mixture of cyclohexane and benzene which vastly improved the performance of the Liberty engine. Thus the first synthetic
fuel was born; however, the cost and difficulty of
manufacture prevented its being used.
The aerial torpedo was a substantial
challenge and, although he had help from the Dayton
Wright Airplane Company, Ket was still responsible
for the engine and the guidance systems. There was
an interesting advisory board for this project -Orville Wright, Robert A. Mil likan, Elme r Sperry and
Colonel H. H. Arnold, who became the famous General
"Hap" Arnold of World War II. By the summer of 1918,
many successful test flights were made, but, before
the first "buz z " bomb could be used, the war was
over.
These experiences with aviation projects
stimulated Kettering to learn to pilot an airplane.
He was an apt pupil, bought his own plane and, in
1920, flew more than 20,000 miles. He said his only
rule was, "Never fly when the bi rds don't, because
they have had a lot of experience." He had another
rule of thumb about flying when the visibility was
poo:, ,"If you ever should be in doubt of your
p os1t10n, throw out a monkey wrench.
If it goes
up, you are flying upside down.
If it goes down
you are flying right side up."
,
,

,General Motors was doing some postwar
The management group of
P1erre du Pont, Raskob, Durant , Sloan and Walter
Chrysler wanted GM to create a central research
division in Detroit. Everyone opted for Kettering
as the prime candidate to head such an endeavor.
p~ann1ng 1n early 1919.
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But Kettering declined; he said he was ~avin? too much
fun with his own laboratory and enterpr~ses 1n Dayton.
Sloan, particularly, did not gi~e up a~d off~red to
buyout all of Kettering's ongo~ng bus~ness ~n order
to free him for GM projects. Kettering agreed, but
stipulated that the central laboratory would have
to be in Dayton. Sloan reluctantly assented. The
first lab of the General Motors Research Corporation
was located in Moraine City, south of Dayton not far
from Kettering's home. He was very much like a child
with a new toy.
His enthusiasm knew no bounds and
he relished the long hours with the old Barn Gang
and the more recent colleagues, Midgley, Boyd, Clement
and Hochwalt.
The agenda of the new enterprise had two
items -- providing a final solution to the knock
problem and the design and building of an air-cooled
engine employing copper fins on the exterior of the
cylinder walls. The copper-cooled engine saga is
a long, involved story which severely strained
Kettering's relations with GM top management and
at the same time dealt a devastating blow to Kettering's
ebullient self-confidence.
The management of GM sensed that the
copper-cooled engine in a low-cost car could be
GM's counterpunch to Ford's Model T. Four years
of expensive development solved most of the technical problems, but remaining unresolved were the
many human problems of coordination, cooperation
and communication. The "Not-Invented-Here" syndrome
raised its ugly head; production people distrusting
research people, and vice versa, and the innate
resistance to change were all factors which made
Kettering climb the wall, but in retrospect some
of the mistakes were his as well.
By 1923, Sloan had become President of
GM , and one of his first major decisions was to

cancel any further production attempts of the aircooled engine.
Kettering was shaken down to his
size 12's, and, despite discussions aimed at smoothing his ruffled feathers, he offered his resignation
in June 1923. At the end of his letter, however,
h e added a brief note that if things changed he
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could possibly remain.
Sloan knew Ketteri~g very
well and sensed that there was an opportun~ty to
apply some balm to Ket's wounds. The rem~dy was,
the offer to return the copper-cooled eng~ne proJect
back to Dayton -- in other words, back to the old .
drawing board: Even though Kette:ing ke~t up exper~
mental work on the air-cooled eng~ne unt~l 1925,
he became more and more absorbed in other projects.
There were, however, some positive results
from this ill-fated experiment, such as a torsion
balancing system, new alloys for engines, oilless
bearings, all of which benefited GM . The biggest
benefit of all was the demonstration of how not to
coordinate research, production and marketing and
how to deal with the hidden agendas of the various
competing divisions. Kettering, as well as Sloan,
appreciated the lessons. After all, Kettering was
fond of saying, " You must learn to fail intelligentl ' ,
for failing is one of the greatest arts in the
world. "
The year 1918 was the year that Boss Ket
was President of the SOCiety of Automotive Engineers,
and the topic for his address to the elite technician s
of the industry was the petroleum crisis which
foreshadowed dire times for the internal combustion
engine -- a noisy contraption very close to Ke tterin c ' heart. The war and the postwar expansion of automobile production had put severe demands on the flow
of,petroleunt products, and shortages developed.
Th~s was not the last time that there would be great
c~ncern over petroleum supplies, nor was it the last
t~me for Kettering to speak out loud and often about
the jeopardy to the world of accelerating consumption
of nonrenewable energy sources.
In 1925 he said
"Every gallon of petroleum taken out of the grOu~d
le~ve~ one gallon less to be taken out in t he future . ~
~h~s ~s t~e real reason for Ket's long-standing
~nterest ~n photosynthesis and the processes by
which plants " locked up" energy from the sun.
Ke ttering was always pragmatic and stated that the
first imperativ . was to achieve maximum uti~ization
of the petroleum at hand. This brings us back again
to the k nock problem, which was the barrier to higher
compression ratios and the goal of more miles per
gallon of fu el .
J
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As soon as the war ended, the two Toms,
X1idgley and Boyd renewed their interest in the prewar
f inding that iodine was an anti-knock substance.
The next advance came when Boyd found that aniline
was many times more effective than iodine. A Chevrolet
with a higher compression engine performed according
to expectations, but the exhaust was unbelievably
foul smelling (the car was called the " Goat " ).
The search for a better substance than
a niline went forward, but a long period of no results
ensued. Midgley was so discouraged that he wanted
to give up.
Kettering kept him interested by offering suggestions, one of which came from a journal
article about the unusual properties of selenium
compounds. Selenium oxychloride was tried, and it
was five times better than aniline.
It was logical
now to test compounds from elements in related
groupings of the periodic table of chemical elements.
Boyd recognized an emerging pattern of elements and
k nock suppression. Diethyltelluride was effective,
but it was even more evil smelling. Tetraethyl tin
was tested.
It was quite active, but more importantly,
now all the theoretical indications pointed at the
element lead immediately below tin in the periodic
table.
Hochwalt had great difficulty, but he did
mange to prepare a gram or two of tetraethyl lead .
On December 9, 1921, Tom Boyd carefully prepared
the mixture of tetraethyl lead and kerosene. The
test engine purred like a kitten; the final result
was better than they had ever dreamed possible -50 times more active than aniline, and there was
no bad odors.
Ket was a great believer in early trials
of new developments by consumers. The first "Ethyl ll
gasoline -- a name coined by Ket -- was sold experimentally in Dayton on February 1, 1923, by Refiners
Oil Company. Some was sold next in Cincinnati. All
the motorists who tried it agreed that the higher
cost (25 cents versus 21 cents per gallon) was well
worth it -- even in Cincinnati.

The very difficult problem of large-scale
p roduction of tetraethyl lead was solved w~th the
~ oooeration of Du Pont, MIT and Standard 011 of New
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The next chapter in the story involves
intimately one of our Literary Club colleagues,
Dr. Robert Kehoe, who was destined to become the
world's expert on lead toxicity. There was widespread awareness of the poisonous nature of lead to
humans; however, tetraethyl lead introduced a new
dimension in that the liquid chemical was absorbed
through the skin. As expected, workers were generally
careless in handling the substance in the absence
of strict controls.
In February of 1923, Midgley
had to quit work for two months to recover from
exposure to " Ethyl" fluid. Within the next two
years came a series of deaths in workers, all
directly traceable to tetraethyl lead.
Bob Kehoe was a young Assistant Professor
in the University of Cincinnati Department of Physiol
then headed by the renowned Hartin Fischer. During
the summer of 1924, Kettering paid Fischer a visit
in Cincinnati, seeking advice and counsel; Fischer
introduced Ket to Bob Kehoe, who had done some
research on lead toxicity.
It was the beginning
of a long and fruitful relationship . The recently
formed Ethyl Gasoline Corporation, a 50-50 joint
venture of GM and Standard Oil of New Jersey, provided funds to build, staff and operate a laboratory
on -the U. C. Hedical School campus to be directed
by Dr. Kehoe.
Sloan and Kettering developed great
confidence in Kehoe, and they gave him complete
freedom to get at the root of the problem. The
laboratory, which was called the Kettering Laboratory ,
remains yet today one of the world's best centers
for studies in industrial toxicology.
An accident in October of 1924 at Bayway,
New Jersey, put 40 workers in the hospital with
acute lead pOisoning; five died. There were sensational newspaper reports and a public outcry. The
Surgeon General of the United States called a conference for May 1924, but before it could convene Ethyl
Gasoline Corporation suspended all sales until the
healt h hazard problems could be explored, and they
promised full cooperation with the Surgeon Gen e r a l_

At the conference, the report for the Ethyl Gasoline
Corporation was given by Kehoe. An investigating
committee of outstanding scientists was appoin~ed.
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A seven-month study endorsed Dr. Kehoe's conc~usions
that safeguards and stringent rules for handl~ng ,
tetraethyl lead must be adopted an~ that the publ~c
health was not endangered by the m~nute amounts of
lead in auto exhaustS. Ethyl gas came back on ~he
market in May 1926. Five years after the found~ng
of the company, Ethyl Gasoline Corporation made ~
profit. Kettering always referred to such a per~od
in a new business as the "shirt losing" stage.
During this period of great activity, the,
Ketterings moved to Detroit; Sloan had made the dec~
sion to bring all research activities of GM from
Dayton to Detroit. Kettering tried to soften the
blow for Olive by taking a luxurious suite at the
Book Cadillac Hotel, and even installed an organ for
her. His comment to friends at the time was that
he could not find a job in Dayton, so he had to
move to Detroit. The move of the laboratories was
complete by November 1924, and from that point on
research and development at GM underwent significant
expansions over the years.
The Kettering touch was pervasive. His
ideas, his unflagging energy, his leadership, his
motivating powers and his solid rapport with Alfred
Sloan meant that every technical development within
General Motors had somewhere in the dossier of its
evolution the stamp of Boss Ket.
It was no wonder
that one GM executive said it was like listening
to Scheherezade when Boss Ket talked to the GM
Technical Coromittee; and being the largest individual
stockholder in GM did not diminish his influence.
Some historians of industrial America
have criticized Ket for his preoccupation with
cost as the be-all and end-all of the ~ 1 goal in
the automotive industry. But to set a different
cour~e ~ould have been antithetical to Kettering's
conv~c~~ons.
He deeply and genuinely felt that
effect~v~ and economical transportation -- "wheels"
we call ~t now -- was the essence of American progress
Henry Ford. shared this view.
In Europe the reverse
•
was es~ent1ally tru~. The automobile was designed
and bu~lt for an el~te market in which cost was not
the determining factor, and they ignored a large
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segment of the potential market . Alfred Sloan never
ignored any part of any market. One historian has
commented that Sloan's slogan -- a car for eve ry purs e
and purpose -- was only valid as long as Kettering
and his cohorts could continue to generate the technical advancements which made such a slogan plausible.
Someone said that Kettering " democratized automotive
lux ury. "
Kettering took as his province for experimen -~~. .
every facet of the automobile; nothing escaped his
attention. He and h is colleagues were constantly
making or coordinating technical advances which Ket
always said were " guaranteed to keep the customer
continually dissatisfied. " Out of the laboratories
c ame the Duco finish, cutting the time for painting
a car from two weeks to two hours, and cars could be
some other color than Henry Ford's black. Among
the constant stream of improvements were low-pressure
tires, safety glass for windshields, four-wheel
brakes, a new foundry molding process, the 9 0-degree
crankshaft, the closed car, the steering column lock,
a new muffler design, improved lights, oilless
b earings, improved carbuerators, the V-8 highcompression engine and oil filters.
One observer
of the Kettering leadership said that the laboratory
was "900 percent Charles Franklin Kettering " and
that " the research division might possibly make
sense without him, but it is hard to picture how."
Ke ttering saved a failing Frigidaire division with
another Midgley-centered project to find a superior
refrigerant. This investigation was a marvelous
e x ample of a rationally directed search for an
o b jective defined by relationships between physical
properties and chemical structure. The result was
the Freon family of refrigerants -- and it is
interesting that Dr. Robert Kehoe proved the compounds to be nontoxic . Frigidaire prospered.
Boss Ket had been a keen observer of the
diesel engine ever since Rudolf Diesel demonstrated
the improved model of his engine in 1896. Again, _
Ketter~n g 's

s e nse o f f u t u r e

n ee d s

a n d

_ha t

~t

cou~d

mean to General Motors prompted him to sell Sloan
on the idea of an all-out development ~r~gram to make
the Diesel engine lighter and more eff1c1ent. The
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result was the ultimate establishme~t of t~e.Electro
GM's preml.er posl.tl.on as
a supplier of railroad and marine diesels made for
an extremely profitable business.

M~tive Division in 1935.

Even at this busy time in his life, Ke ttering
p ursued some very personal research interests -h omeopathy, the chemistry of chlorophyll, cancer,
a rtificial fever therapy and instruments for blood
oxygen analysis. He took an active part in these
projects and backed them with his own money .
Ketwas an admirer of Herman Schneider at
t he University of Cincinnati and did all he could
to promote the idea of cooperative education.
It
i s interesting to note that the first honorary degree
t hat Kettering ever received was from the University
o f Cincinnati in 1928. Thirty-seven more such honors
were to follow.
World War II came , and Kette ring was back
working on the aerial torpedo, i mprove d fuels for
aircraft and on a supersensitive thermocouple to b e
used in a device for locating submarines on the ocean
surface at night. None of these projects was comp letely successful but each led the way for subsequent
d evelopments .
It was during this period in his life that
Kettering's personal fame reached an all-time high.
It carne about from GM's sponsorsh ip of the NBC
Symphony of the Air . During the intermission,
Ket tering provided short talks on science, invention
and the war effort. He was immensely popular and was
likened to Thomas Alva Edison . At the end of the war,
he was honored by being elected to the Presidency
of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, which was tremendous recognition for a
p ragmatic technician who had never been to graduate
s chool.
Just at the time that Kettering was
e njoying the rewards of his many accomplishments,

his wife Olive became ill.

Dr. Roy McClure of Ford

Hospital found an inoperable cancer of the pancre as .
devoted every hour to her care,

F or three months Ke t
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and she died at the end of Apri~ 1946. Olive ,was
indeed dearly beloved by Ketterlng , and he sald many
times that she was his only, IIp~ssessi (:m ll that he
never tried to improve . Ollve s pass:ng w~s a
heavy blow to Ket, but, a~ th~ same tl~e, lt
stimulated his long-standlng lnterest 1n cancer
research. He began to devote more time to the
,
Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research, WhlCh
had been established the preceding year, and to the
Southern Research Institute , where Howard Skipper
eventually did his work on leukemia. He often
said, "The only incurable diseases are those the
doctors don't know how to cure." Yet it was a
lonely time, particularly when he would go back
to Ridgeleigh Terrace in Dayton. He asked the pilots
of his two private airplanes to move in to help
relieve the loneliness. On some nights he wou l d
view wrestling matches on TV with the night watchman at Winter's Bank , a bank that he saved from
bankruptcy in 1924 and then served for three terms
as Chairman of its Board.
Kettering was ready for retirement, and
he did it in style by making the announcement at
French Lick, Indiana, where he presented to a meeting
of the Society of Automotive Engineers a new engine,
the progenitor of the famous v-a Oldsmobile engine.
The date was June 2, 1947.
During his last years Kette ring developed
a very close relationship with Samuel Gould who
beca~e President of Antioch College in 1954: Ket
pro~lded funds not only for a new laboratory at
Antloch, but also for a new student union and a
large library in memory of Olive. Ket drove his
black C~evrolet from Dayton to Antioch at least
three tlmes a week to visit the 30 or more workers
at the lab~ratory: These visits were lively affairs,
and Ketterlng rellshed the interchange of ideas about
the work at hand and about a host of other topics.
Quite often he would offer to buy lunch for the
group and then find he had no money in his pocket
to pay the bill.
Ket's 80th birthday, August 29, 1956, was
a special day in Dayton. The area around his home,
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Ridge1eigh Terrace, was renamed Kettering, Oh~o.
His busy schedule neve r seemed to slacken untl1 his
first stroke in Detroit in November 1958. Be r~turned
to Dayton but suffered a more severe stroke a few
days later. His good friend Gould was the last to
visit him. Ket died quietly in the afternoon of
November 25, 1958, at age 82.
There were long lines of friends and
admirers that passed slowly by the simple coffin
in the Engineers Club that Thanksgiving Day. There
woul d have been many more had it not been for the
terrible snow storm in Detroit. Alfred Sloan was
one of the few to make it to Dayton . Ket was buried
b eside his beloved Olive.
A good friend of Ket's once remarked that
h e would like to arrive at the pearly gates at the
same moment as Charles Franklin Kettering, because
the doors would swing open so wide for Ret that
another person could enter sideways quite easily.

My brief account of his life up to now
h as been devoted to those technical developments
for which he is remembered; however, before concluding
any paper about Ke ttering, it is imperative to bring
forth another aspect of his life and purpose. More
than anything else, Boss Kett was the Pied Piper
of Progress and the Supersalesman of Research.
Literally, on hundreds and hundreds of public
occasions his clear, constant and convincing message
about the value of research as a human endeavor was
repeated over, and over, and over. His genius for
metaphor and the quotable quip made him the darling
of program chairmen everywhere . Even when he was
78 years old, Tom Boyd heard Ket deliver a speech
in which the audience laughed heartily 25 times
in 25 minutes . He spoke often and with ease, since
he never had to prepare a manuscript . One time
in Cincinnati he was asked what his subject would
be for t he talk he was giving that evening. His
reply was, " I don't know -- haven't seen the audience
y et.
II

To Ke t the most i mportant thing was to

drive home his message

about t he necessity for
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research and the great promise ,of ~he,future. He
would say, 11 Research consists J.n fJ.ndl.dn~ out \<]~at
to do when you can't do what you are ~J.ng now
and "You can't have a better tomorrow 1f you ar~
thinking about yesterday all the time" or "I,obJect
to people running down the future -- I am gOl.ng t~
live all the rest of my life there, and I would IJ.ke
it to be a nice place -- polished, bright , glistening
and glorious."
It is indeed fortunate that so many corpora~_-~W.
heard what Ket was preaching. Research divisions an d
departments have achieved a respectable status withi n
the corporate structure of American industry. Such
was the miraculous influence of one man , who was
more than a " screw driver and pliers man," as he
described himself, but was in addition a sensitive
philosopher, who wrote, "Nothing ever built arose
to touch the skies unless some man dreamed it should,
some man believed that it could, and some man willed
that it must. 1I
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